Abstract. The main research in the paper tells us an optimal control strategy of Chang'e III in the process of the lunar probe soft landing. After entering into the orbit, the process of soft landing is divided into 5 stages including deceleration, quick adjustment, obstacle, avoidance and precise obstacle. According to the Newton's Second Theorem and coordinate transform, the equation on each stage can be established. What's more, on the basis of the Bellman Optimality Theory and according to the maximum principle, the extremum that meets the boundary condition can be calculated. Eventually, the optimal control strategy can be obtained and the calculation of substitution will be the optimal track.
Introduction
While Chang'e-III was in high-speed flight, to ensure the precision of the landing point in a predetermined area, we need a particular design for trajectories of Lunar Soft-Landing and its landing control strategy. The soft landing process can be divided into six stages, so one need to know the state at each critical point and minimize the fuel consumption in the process of soft landing to the greatest extent.
Model Hypothesis
(1) As the landing process of Chang-e III is relatively short, we ignore some of the elements such as the moon's gravity and the gravitational perturbation, so that a two-body model can be applied.
(2) The moon is a standard sphere of uniform quality. (3) Do not consider the impact of the moon's rotation on Chang-e III . (4) In the soft landing process of Chang-e III, the moon is always moving into the same orbit and the orbit of Chang-e III traveling around the moon is a polar orbit.
The Details
Assume that after Chang-e III lands on the ready track, the main thrust direction of the engine deceleration will provide a speed in the opposite direction. Soft landing process is a multistage decision issue that can be divided into following phases: Main reducer section [ We can obtain the coordinate of any point (x, y, z) of the line in the selenocentric inertial system to be (0.66 x , 0.69 y , 0.17 z )
In literature [7] , the formula gives the three-dimensional soft landing process in rocket descending obit reference coordinate system, on the premise of not considering perturbation effect. Since the thrust direction provided by main deceleration engine is opposite to the direction of speed, the thrust azimuth angle ϕ and thrust elevation angle θ between   t u r , 0 and coordinate axis ox0y0z0 should meet the following condition.
As a result of this, the state equation of Chang' E-III in the final decelerating stage is ) ( ) (
In precise obstacle avoidance phase, it is required to build a vertical descending dynamic model. In the boundary conditions, h(t4) is known, v(t4)=0, m(t4) is free, and S0,1(t4) and S0,2(t4) are known. Except S0,1(t4) and S0,2(t4), the established state equation accords with the course obstacle avoidance state equation.
The state equation is consistent with the equation of the state for the coarse barrier. Optimal principle: For the decisive problems under the condition of multi-stage are concerned, regardless of the previous outcome, for the current state of the formation, the rest of the decisions are bound to constitute the best strategy for each. Use the terminal condition starting from the last equation and push forward against the basic equations to obtain the strategical decisions and optimal functions in each state.
Maximum principle: The state equation is considered as
Functional target for the mixed performance indicates that
The maximum value of the objective functional can be achieved at the end constraint relationships as follows:
Ni (t1, x1 (t1 ), , xn (t1 )) 0, i 1, , r ; r n Introduce Langrange multipliers and penalty methods
The above problems concerned of optimal control are converted to the problems of non-state constraint and terminal constraint. For convenience, it can be made like
x) and f (t, x, u) are concerned about t and x, the optimal controlling can be achieved at the maximum performance and status of the above-mentioned constraints as if u(t) with t1. Therefore, x(t) would be the correspondingly optimal trajectory, thus there must be a vectorial function (t) which is used to fulfill auxiliary equation: Chang'e III main thrust converts from minimum 1500 to maximum 7500, namely, it moves in an uniform decelerated motion under main thrust of 7500 during the stage of [ 4 , t 4 ]. By using the state equation and boundary value terms of the slowly descent stage, the relationship between the switching function and the t4 can be determined at 0.
According to the same method, the backward recursion is to be considered as )) ( ) ( ( max ) ( 
Conclusion
In this paper, we mainly study the design of obit for soft landing about trajectory and the optimal control strategy of Chang'e-III. After it goes into the orbit, the process of soft landing mainly includes deceleration, quick adjustment, coarse obstacle avoidance, precise obstacle avoidance, fall at a slow speed. Newton's Second Theorem and the coordinate transform is utilized to establish the state equation of each stage. According to the Bellman Optimality Theory, we follow back and use the maximum principle to calculate the extremum which meets the boundary conditions correspondingly, and obtain the optimal control strategy. Once substituting and solving these, the optimal trajectory process can be got.
